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Home!
...if it’s toxic or non-sustainable, Just forget it!

Won’t Do Business Card...
...if it’s toxic or non-sustainable, Just forget it!
Jack & Jane Smith
Reformed American Consumer
Now Your Ecotopian Neighbor
Everywhere, USA
Call Waiting (for you to respond)

Organic
Pesticide-Free
Sustainable
Fair Trade
Living Wage

Our politicians, our government have failed us. Repeatedly.
War, pollution, oil toxification, working class poverty, privatization,
and global empire seem to be their only interests despite our protests,
votes and opinion polls. Accordingly, we the people now see our task
clearly. To take back control of our society, of our destiny, of our
lives by refusing to play along with an agenda of self-destruction.
Pesticides are unnecessary chemical poisons sold to profit corporations.
We refuse to put them in our bodies and spread them around the
earth. Because they have passed laws that make it impossible to
determine if we are buying natural non-toxic. non-gmo food, we will
not buy their poison. We will not buy cattle that have been fed
pallets and cement or have been forklifted into the slaughterhouse.
We will not be partner to the inhumane treatment of animals that
provide sustainance to our life. If you want our business you will have
to sell organic or pesticide free, non-gmo fair trade products and
your employees need to be at minimum earning a living wage. We’re
tired of the junk food, the junk culture. We’re tired of the continual
costcutting and downsizing that values profit for a few over the
sustainable lives of the rest of us. In this way we ask that you join
us to make a safe and sane world by selling safe and sane products.
Only by buying and selling in this way can we manifest the changes
needed to make an enduring and pleasant life for ourselves and our
progeny in generations to come. Thanks for helping out.

